Influence of functional food composition on the properties of meat mince systems
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1. Introduction

Meat products comprise a significant share in the structure of nutrition of population of Ukraine. The priority direction of innovative activity of meat processing enterprises is the production of economically affordable products of consistent and high quality that are able to satisfy the low purchasing power of the population of Ukraine. Achievement of the set goal is possible if, while forming different mince systems, to introduce various food additives that are meant to replace a part of meat raw materials and improve its functional and technological properties (FTP) [1].

At present, about 2 thousand food additives are used in the food industry; they include substances for various purposes: colorants, flavorings, consistence stabilizers, preservatives, etc.

Additives gain special value in terms of modern manufacturing meat products due to a wide use of protein preparations, polysaccharides, etc. This makes it possible to specifically change the functional-technological characteristics of the food system and receive the necessary technological effect and essentially influence the color, taste and aroma of the produce.

Under conditions of constant growth of prices for food additives, Ukrainian producers are interested in making an objective choice of trading forms and doses of their introduction in order to minimize the costs of production of meat products and to stabilize their quality, and, consequently, to enhance the technological substantiation of using food additives [2].

The relevant area of research is substantiation of experience of using the developed protein containing functional food composition, which contains rationally selected mix of protein preparations, hydrocolloids with structure forming nanocompos (food additive E551) and defining its influence on properties of mince systems of cooked sausages.

2. Literature analysis and problem statement

Mince systems of cooked sausages are a complex poly-dispersed system of coagulation type that consists mostly of protein, fat and water. The moisture, introduced during mince preparing process, binding with protein, forms a water-protein basis that contains water- and salt-soluble proteins, as well as solutions of salts, sugars, phosphates, etc. This complex water-protein matrix is a continuous dispersed medium, in which dispersed finely ground particles of fat, muscle and connective tissue form the so-called “emulsion” [3].

The basic requirement for obtaining a high-quality product in the technology of cooked sausages is the provision of dispersed state of moisture, protein and fat in the mince throughout the entire process of manufacturing. In this regard, it is necessary to correctly select food additives that allow providing for high quality emulsion.
The main of them are the structure-forming polysaccharide structures (xanthane gum, guar gum, carob tree gum, gum-arabic etc.), protein preparations of vegetable and animal origins [4–6].

In the meat products technology, protein preparations play a role of connective and structure-forming substance, at the same time replacing the meat part. Due to this, the strong ties between the proteins of meat raw material and the introduced proteins are formed at subsequent thermal treatment. This allows manufacturing products of a stable structure and provides for a high quality.

An introduction of protein preparations of animal origin on the basis of connective tissue instead of the meat raw materials (3–30 %) can increase the index of moisture binding capacity (MBC) up to 100 %, lead to the improvement of structural-mechanical properties (SMP), as it is evidenced by results of research into boundary shear stress [7, 8]. The use of milk protein affects the emulgation ability of mince, helps to reduce the possibility of formation of bouillon-fat swells in the finished product [8, 9]. Along with the milk proteins, soy protein products play an important role in shaping the FTP of mince systems. The use of 3–10 % of soy isolate in the composition of meat minces increases the penetration rate and decreases boundary shear stress. Thus, the use of soy isolate in technology of sausages from low-grade beef allows decreasing toughness and increasing the juiciness of sausages [10].

A considerable number of studies are devoted to studying the polysaccharide structure. Thus, the rational level of introducing kappa-carrageenan to sausages with low fat content, which makes 0.245–1.5 g per 100 g, iota-carrageenan to composition of cutlet beef in amount of 0.410 g per 100 g makes it possible to stabilize meat emulsion, improve the MBC and provides for a high quality of products. These results are related to the formation of stable complexes in the interaction of carrageenan with muscle proteins when heated, and the existence of negatively charged groups as a part of carrageenan, which interact with the free water, added to the mince system [11].

Scientists found that the introduction of kappa-carrageenan to meat mince partially reduces the rate of MBC (on average by 2 %) and improves rheological properties, such as boundary shear stress (by 24 %). However, the use of combination of carrageenan with guar gum in the same formulas of sausage produce increases the indicators of MBC and boundary shear stress by 3 % and 20 % respectively as compared with the control sample. This shows that using complexes based on carrageenan allows a compensation for the shortage of gel-formers of the protein nature [5, 12].

Individual use of food additives increases and complicates the labor consumption of the technological process. Analysis of research [13] demonstrates the benefits of using complex additives in the form of ready-made mixes. This increases the production efficiency and simplifies the technological process, provides for a consistent quality of the final product, helps to achieve the desired technological effect and to provide for the necessary MBC, SMP and organoleptic properties of finished products.

It was found that the use in formulations of sausage produce of hydrocolloid mixes (guar gum, xanthane gum, carob tree gum, conjugae in various ratios increases the rate of adhesive-cohesive work by 27–68 % and lowers boundary shear stress on average by 9 %, provides thickening and stabilization of the structure, due to which mince systems effectively retain moisture [13].

Adding a mix of kappa- and iota-carrageenan in the ratio of 2:1 in the amount of up to 0.8 g per 100 g and dairy proteins in the amount of up to 0.2 g per 100 g in the form of emulsion to the composition of sausages can reduce losses during thermal treatment and to improve the stability of the emulsion. This is due to the fact that the carrageenan interacts with protein polar groups and integrates them into their own gel systems, improving the functional-technological properties of meat minces. Optimization of the following indicators [14] shows that the addition of 0.35 g/100 g of milk protein, 0.593 g/100 g of mix of kappa- and iota-carrageenan and 5 grams of fat provides the highest values of the basic properties of meat mince systems.

It was proved that the combination of kappa- and lamb-da-carrageenans reduces losses at boiling and improves moisture retaining and emulgation capacity of meat systems and enhances the structural-mechanical properties of the finished product.

Most scientific papers are aimed at studying the basic properties of two-component systems and their impact on the product quality. It is known that existence of various substances (proteins, hydrocolloids, salts of organic and inorganic acids, etc.) even in minor concentrations significantly modifies the functional properties of these systems, which greatly affects the quality of finished products [2, 4, 7–10]. Thus, the prediction of the technological effect of an additive introduction to a food product creates the need for studying the complex multicomponent systems (for example, combining hydrocolloids with protein preparations) and studying their impact on the quality of meat products as opposed to two- and three-component ones.

The need for preservation of the qualitative indicators of mince systems and products under conditions of unstable composition and properties of the raw material, which supplied for processing, makes relevant the task of creating functional complex food compositions (the integrated use of protein preparations with different stabilizers and emulgators) for improving the quality of mince and finished products. This allows, on the one hand, reducing the cost of manufactured products, and on the other, improving chemical-technological, rheological and organoleptic characteristics.

At the Department of Technology of Meat and Meat Products at National University of Food Technologies (Ukraine), the formulations of protein-containing functional food composition (FFC) were developed and researched. Their composition includes protein preparations of vegetable and animal origin, xanthane gum, guar gum, carboxymethyl-cellulose, and carrageenan.

The obtained results of the research indicate that the active acidity of 10 % water suspension of FFC is within 6.8–7.8 units. The MBC of the selected hydrated mix makes 95–85 %, depending on degree of hydration, which is by 5–10 % higher in comparison with other samples. The use of silica (food additive E551, nanocomposite with dimensions of particles of 5.88 nm [15, 16]) in the amount of 0.3 % makes it possible to improve the MBC of the hydrated composition on average by 3–4 %. The selected sample is characterized by the best indicators [17]. The introduction of silica improves not only the basic properties of protein properties of created compositions, but also positively influences muscle proteins of the mince of cooked sausages [18]. High functional properties of the resulting composition and the ability of silica, which is included in their composition to improve them, as
well as the positive experience of other scientists in the field of using complex mixtures, makes it possible to argue about the possibility of improving the functional-technological and structural-mechanical properties of meat mince systems and providing consistent quality of finished products.

3. Aim and tasks of research

The aim of present research is to create meat mince systems with the replacement of basic raw materials with the developed protein containing FFC.

To achieve the set aim, the following tasks were to be solved:

– to prove the relevance of introducing the devised compositions to the formulation of mince systems;
– to develop model formulations of cooked sausages with the replacement of basic raw materials for the developed protein containing FFC;
– to explore the impact of FFC on FTP of mince systems (stability of emulsion, moisture binding and emulgation abilities);
– examine the effect of introducing FFC on the structural-mechanical indicators of model minces (effective viscosity and boundary shear stress);
– establish a rational amount of replacement of meat raw materials with the developed FFC with preservation of sustainable quality of meat mince emulsions.

4. Materials and methods of studying FTP and SMP of mince systems of cooked sausages using functional food composition

For the solution of the problems, in the technology of cooked sausages we used hydrated protein containing FCC, which included: protein of pork skins Belkoton – C95 – 35 %, soy isolate Pro Vo 500 U – 15 %, guar gum – 20 %, xanthane gum – 8 %, the carboxymethylcellulose – 15 %, dry milk whey – 7 %, pyrogenic silica – 0.3 %.

To the composition we introduced Sibica, synthesized by the specialists of the Department of Amorphous Structures and Structurally Organized Oxides of the Institute named after A. A. Chuiko of the NAS of Ukraine (Ukraine), with specific surface area 232 m²/g, with respective mean radius of primary nanoparticles of 5.88 nm and bulk density ρr = 22 g/cm³ [15, 16]. Protein of animal origin from the pork skin Belkoton C95 of the enterprise-producer “Scanflavour”, country: Denmark. Soy isolate Pro Vo 500U, produced by Group of Companies “Protein. Technology. Ingredients”, Russia. Dry milk whey, produced by Tulchin creamery, Ukraine. The country of origin of carboxymethylcellulose, xanthane gum is Finland, enterprise CP Kelco, guar gum was produced by “Sarda Gums&Chemicals”, India.

The formulation of cooked sausages (first grade, TC U 15.1-200212369-005:2007) was selected as the control sample; it includes second grade beef, pork semi-fat, poultry meat (red chicken meat), salted pork fat (thoracic), flour, blend, salt and spices. On its basis we developed the formulas of the studied samples of cooked sausages, in which we replaced meat raw material with the correspondent amount of hydrated FCC (20, 30 and 40 %).

An important aspect of determining the feasibility of replacing meat raw material in the technology of cooked sausages with the protein containing FCC is determining of the basic indices that define the FTP and SMP of the obtained minces. The detailed description of the methods of exploring FTP and SMP of the mince systems of cooked sausages with the use of the functional food composition is given in [19].

5. Results of research into the influence of protein containing functional food composition on basic properties of mince systems of cooked sausages

To characterize the ability of the obtained cooked sausage minces to retain moisture, we determined the indicators of MBCw (content of bound moisture in % to the total moisture in the product) and MBCm (content of bound moisture in % to mass of weighed portion of the product) that are listed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Dependence of indicators MBCw and MBCm on the formulation of minced for cooked sausages

The moisture content in the control sample is 64.2±2.0 %, in the experimental samples we observed the increase in this indicator. In particular, for formulation No. 1 it makes 72.3±2.2 % for formulation No. 2 – 73.3±2.1 %, for formulation No. 3 – 75±2.4 %. This is due to the larger moisture content of hydrated FCC, in which 20 parts of water fall for 1 part of the composition, which increases this indicator in comparison with meat raw materials.

Magnitude pH of the control mince sample is 5.65±0.2 units, we observed the shift of this indicator to the alkaline side: for formulation No. 1 it was 5.8±0.21; for formulation No. 2 it was 5.92±0.19; for formulation No. 3 it made 6.3±0.2. An increase in this indicator with an increase in the amount of the FCC is explained by the value of magnitude of pH of hydrated functional food composition, which ranges within 6.2–7.2.

The introduction of the FCC to the composition of mince of cooked sausages increases the MBC of the sample, made by formulation No. 1 by 4.9 % in comparison with a control sample, of the sample, made by formulation No. 2 – by 4.8 %, of the sample, made by formulation No. 3 – by 3.6 %. One can note a partial decrease in this indicator with an increase in the replacement of meat raw material with the FCC. This is explained by a somewhat lower indicator for the MBC for hydrated FCC, which makes 85.7±3.4 % at the degree of hydration of 1:20. Plasticity for the control sample is 24.5±1.1 cm³/g; for the sample, made according to formulation No. 1 – 27.6±1.0 cm³/g; according to formulation No. 2 – 29.0±1.15 cm³/g; according to formulation No. 3 – 38.2±1.15 cm³/g. These data indicate that with an increase in replacement of meat raw material, the mince plasticity increases, so its elasticity and fluidity also increase.
To determine the characteristics of the experimental minces to absorb and retain fats in their composition, the indicators of emulgation ability and the stability of the emulsion were explored. The data are shown in Fig. 2, 3.

The stability of emulsion for the experimental meat minces ranges within 48–49.5 % and proves the benefits of using the FFC in formulations of cooked sausages. In model minces, this indicator increases by 22.5 % in comparison with the control sample. Emulsion ability comprises 94–99.5 % and increases as compared with the control sample for formulation No. 1 and No. 2 by 5.8 %, for formulation No. 3 by 3.7 %.

The consistence of mince samples depends directly on the content of moisture, fat, degree of grinding and is characterized by the magnitude of boundary shear stress. Compared with the change in magnitudes of other rheological properties, boundary shear stress is most sensitive to changes in technological and mechanical factors, so this indicator is used to assess the mince in the process of its production [1, 9].

Dependence of effective viscosity of mince on shear stress rate is the main characteristic of the SMP of mince systems because effective viscosity is a summary characteristic that describes the equilibrium state between processes of recovery and destruction of the mince structure. So, the next step was to study the structural and mechanical properties of mince and to compare them with the control sample to determine the influence of the created compositions on consistence. Indicators of boundary shear stress and effective viscosity for minces of cooked sausages are shown in Fig. 4, 5.

Exploration of the SMP indicates that with an increase in amount of the introduced composition, the effective viscosity of meat mince decreases. In particular, for the experimental sample of formulation No. 1 it decreased by 19.5 %, for formulation No. 2 – by 55.4 %, for formulation No. 3 – by 70.7 % compared with the control sample. Along with this, there is a decrease in the indicator of boundary shear stress by 19.5 %, 41.6 %, and 60.4 %, respectively. This is explained by an increase in amount of dispersed medium, which determines elasticity and fluidity of the experimental minces compared with the control sample. Application of the FFC modifies the SMP and improves the consistence, since an increase in effective viscosity contributes to getting more tender and juicy product.

6. Discussion of results of studying the influence of protein containing functional food composition on basic properties of the obtained mince systems for cooked sausages

A major role in determining the FTP of mince systems is played by proteins. The replacement of meat proteins with the hydrated protein containing FFC partially decreases the indicator of the MBC of the studied mince samples compared with the control sample. This is due to its high degree of hydration. However, the components, which are included in the composition formulation were selected taking into account the possibility of synergy interactions between them, which made it possible for it, along with meat proteins, to bind and retain not only the water introduced with hydration, but also additional moisture according to the formulation ratio.

The study of the stability of emulsion and emulgation ability of minces of cooked sausages proves the expediency of using the FFC. These indicators in all experimental samples increase compared with the control indicators. High FTP of the studied minces is substantiated by the properties of the ingredients that make the composition. Thus, protein preparations have high indicators of moisture binding ability and...
due to the hydrophilic groups contribute to the formation of mince systems with immobilized moisture in its composition. Hydrophobic groups, that make up the protein molecule, at the stage of mince preparation encapsulate the lipid faction, form the protein-structured shell around it and provide for the stability of mince systems in the technological process. Authors of paper [8] share this opinion and underline that proteins on the basis of collagen containing raw materials have a high ability to swell and retain moisture, which is explained by the structure of the molecule, which provides the stabilization of the system fat-water end prevents fat fraction from separating in technological process.

Selected mixes of high molecular substances (hydrocolloids) are characterized by high moisture absorbing and moisture retaining ability and provide for consistently high properties of meat mince systems. The authors [5] believe that it may be influenced by the microstructure of derivatives of cellulose (carboxymethylcellulose), which is an extensive capillary system, as well as the ability of their fibers to aggregate with the formation of the reinforced grid, which stabilizes the meat system and prevents the release of moisture and fat. In addition, gums are soluble only in the aqueous phase, and have hydrophilic groups, which are more or less evenly distributed along the entire length of a molecule. Due to their dissolution, this provides an increase in viscosity and density that makes the movement of fat balls difficult and prevents the formation and merging of fat globules and lamination of meat emulsion. These processes result into the creation of a structure similar to meat, which is especially important in manufacturing of emulgated products, in particular, cooked sausages.

The study of boundary shear stress and effective viscosity of meat minces allowed giving quantitative assessment to the key SMP, choose the optimal technological processes of manufacturing and forecast in advance the properties of the finished product.

For most mince systems, coefficient of viscosity that characterizes the resistance to layers moving relative to one another and decreases with an increase in shear stress or in the rate of shear stress (applied force). This is due to the fact that minces are, as a rule, the structured systems, i.e., the systems that have a certain macro- and microstructure, in which all the components are arranged relative to each other and are interconnected. The obtained indicators of effective viscosity are explained by the resistance of the components to the influence of the applied force (i.e., quick recovery of broken bonds between components). Food hydrocolloids, having the properties of thickeners and stabilizers, are able to restore the bonds between themselves and increase the viscosity and density of the mince system. This happen due to the branched structure of molecules with existing hydrophilic groups and intensified interaction between dispersed particles due to appearance of the synergy effect during combining in the mince composition. Protein preparations of vegetable and animal origin also perform structural functions in food products. Thanks to their ability for gel formation and interaction with meat proteins they form thick gel structures with built-in molecules of hydrocolloids, providing for the quality of products corresponding to the data, presented in papers [1, 7–11].

Combining meat ingredients with each other and with mixes of food additives changes the mince structure, which is influenced by protein content, its fractional composition, etc. Depending on the properties of additives, the water and fat content changes, which leads to the modification of SMP of resulting product. Thus, the introduction of the FFFC with a high degree of hydration (1:20) into the composition of minces part increases the moisture content, which led to a decrease in indicator of boundary shear stress in the researched samples of meats mince for cooked sausages. This is due to an increase in thickness of the water-salt layer between dispersed pieces of beef. It is influenced by the selected components of the mix (hydrocolloids and protein preparations), with high indexes of moisture binding and moisture retaining ability. Significant fat content contributes to the displacement of moisture in the layer between the mince particles, which only increases the distance between them and decreases boundary shear stress. However, protein preparations possess high FTP and SMP, which allowed retaining these components, along with hydrocolloids, in the matrix and provide for the stability of mince systems.

The addition of silica (food additive E551) to the FFC composition increases the FTP of the experimental samples and contributes to structure formation in mince systems due to the interaction with protein preparations and meat protein, which corresponds to the results, presented in papers [17, 18, 20, 21].

Rational combination of food additives in the mix composition, taking into account the potential synergy interactions made it possible to obtain a sustainable meat system matrix with encapsulated formulation components and improve the FTP and SMP of minces of cooked sausage products.

At this stage, the studies of the influence of the developed protein containing FFC on the quality of finished cooked products are being carried out.

7. Conclusions

1. The expedience of using protein preparations and hydrocolloids in the form of complex mixes in the technology of emulgated meat products was substantiated. The rational ratio of these additives for the developed functional composition with high functional-technological and structural-mechanical properties was experimentally determined. It was found, that the introduction of food additive E551 (silica) improves the basic properties of the composition due to the interaction with protein preparations.

2. On the basis of theoretical and practical recommendations, the model formulation s of cooked sausages, in which meat raw material was replaced with the correspondent amount of hydrated FFC (20, 30 and 40 %), was developed. It is proved that the replacement of meat raw material with the developed protein containing FFC in the amount of 20–40 % (in hydrated form) increases the MBC of the mince of model samples by 3.5–5 %. In addition, the ability of meat emulsion to absorb and retain fat in a gel structure improved, in particular, the stability of emulsion increased by 22.5 % and emulsion ability increased by 5 % compared with the control sample.

4. An improvement of SMP of the meat systems due to the influence of the developed compositions was revealed, namely the effective viscosity decreased by 19.5–70.7 % compared with the control sample, indicator of boundary shear stress decreased by 19.5–60.4 %.
5. In the process of studying functional-technological and structural-mechanical properties of model mince samples, we established the rational amount of substitution of meat raw materials by introducing functional composition in the amount of up to 30% in the hydrated form. Therefore, the following data indicate that the developed composition improves the FTP and SMP for minces of cooked sausages and provides for the production of high and consistent quality. However, it is impossible without research to establish the influence of this mix on such important indicators as biological value and digestibility of the finished products.

To prove finally the expedience of replacing meat raw materials with the developed composition and its positive influence on properties of meat products, the next stage of work involves determining a complex of indicators of the finished sausage products.
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